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FORWARD 

The onew.roon country school is the oldest and the most primitive

type of school in this country. More than half the school children of

the United States are educated in rural schools. The country—school

child needs a healthful environment quite as much.as the city child

and even more. Neglect of anything essential for health in construction,

materials, arrangement, and equipment of the rural school building is an

educational sin of omission, if not a social ani civic crime.

Looking into any county of any state the cheap, cheerless and

insanitary school houses are the prevailing type. As the district school

is the only building in the community that belongs to all and reflects

the prevailing civic standards, it is highly proper to require that

this building shall be constructed with appropriate regard for beauty

and fitness and for educational efficiency.

The purpose of this study, therefore, is to try to point out some

of the existing conditions regarding the rural school—house in these

, two counties in Arizona and to stimulate the school officers and the

general public for future. improvement.

For material help and general suggestion, I wish to thank Dr. A. O.

Neal, Professor of Rural Education in the University of Arizona. The

Course on Rural Problems I had under him last semester was one of the

very best courses I had in my year's study in this country and has led

me to choose this subject for my Thesis.

University Of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona

March 31, 1923
T. P. CHANG
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P&r r. Present Ekistin6 Conditions

Chapter I.

Why and How this Study is made?

Two distinct purposes are in mind in the preparation of this Thesis.

The first one relates to the importance of rural education in this country.

There are in the United States at present approximately 215,000 one-room

rural schools under the district form of organization and control, and

approximately 12,000,000 children are receiving daily instruction in these

schools. This alone is a significance. These schools are the oldest, the

most primitive type, and always need the greatest care in every way. This

study has been made in a number of other states, but nothing of the kind

has been attempted in Arizona. Wherefore the object of this study is

to bring out some of the existing conditions in the rural school-houses

in these two counties which are typical in the State, Comparing them with

those in other states, and thus stimulating the public and particularily

the school offioers for future improvement.

The second purpose is to consider how we can apply these things to

conditions in West China in regard to rural school-house improvement.

My four year's experience as one of the Secretaties of the West China Christian

Educational Union has revealed to me that one of our outstanding urgent

needs there is this question of school building and school sanitation,

even much worse than conditions in this country. So it i . my earnest hope

that this will be put into Chinese, particularly Part 11, and published

when I go back this year for our use there among the 400 schools scattered

in a territory as big as the whole of Prance. Advanced equipment and

unnecessary things, such as the drinking fountain and the heating system,

etc, are avoided and throughout the whole course, things considered here

are practical and adaptable to our conditions in West China.
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Zn regard to the question as to how this study is made, the following

methods are engaged:-

1. Personal Observation. I had the opportunik;y of going out to visit a

number of the rural schools in this county. Altogether nine such schools

were visited, five in the Poet Project and four between Tucson and Nogales.

Almost a whole week was devoted to these visitations, and I learned many

other things about rural education and rural life in this country besides

those things I observed for my Thesis. I have also visited three or four

schools in Tucson, but these are city schools. These personal observations

give mo a'very vivid idea as to what the rural SChD0ib are like in Arizona.

2. WESTIONYIRE TAF,THOD 	This method was used because it gives us

information about all the rural schools in these to counties, and from

this wider range we, can draw a better conclusion a..3 to what the

average school is like. There are altogether 85 schools in these two

counties, and questionnire blanks were sent to every one of them i a

printed form. About 30 questions )ivre asked in the order of the table of

contents of this Thesis. After 10 days returns were received fro n 54

of them (63%) ,Blanks were sent out f)r the second time to those who did

not answer, as a result of this, 12 more answers wore received. The total

number of schools reported 'is 66 (77%) which t,considered a saticfaceory

per cent for this method. Both: times, return envelopes and scamps

were provided; otherwise the result would probably not be SD good. The

results of these reports are summarized in the naxt chapter.

3. REF.R2LNUL i&ADING6 ON THI3 bUbJL'OT. Besides the time given GO the

practical observation and the preparation of the question blanks and the

tabulation of the returns, etc. the rest of my time in the months of

February and March is drvoted to readings on this subject. The list of

bibliography is given at the front page.



4. EXPERNINOE IN CHINA. It should be repeated that this ....tudy is to be

applied to our conditions in China. Particularly in Part II, those

considerations for future improvements are discussed in the light of what

we now have and what we can do in the future.

3



CHAPTER II.

SUMMARIZED RESULTS OF THIS STUDY

4

I. SCHOOL. GROUNDS

1. Size of G rounds

Less than 1. acre

1 to 2 acres

Mere  than 2 acres

Not answered

Total

2. Location of Building in the plant

At the center

At one side

Not answered

Total
&Jo.; zttLA.,

3.

Beam

Gravel

Sandy ,

Rocky

Total

U. SCHOOL HOUSE

I. Material of Construction

Adobe

Wood

Briek

Cement

Stone

Tent House

*Total

Schools

4 6

23

24 36

15 22

66 100

-25 37

19 28

22 33

66 100

14 21

35 53

12 18

5 7

66 100

16 24

38 57

6 9

4 6

1 1

1 1

66 100



to NUMBER OF CLASSROOMS

One

Two

More than two

SCHOOLS

50

8

8

75

1*

121-

Total 66 100

3. OTHER ROOMS
Cloak room 29 44

Hand-work room 3

Store room 6 9

None 24 36

Not answered 4 6

Total 66 100 •

4. METHOD OF LIGHTING

From one side 12 18

From two sides 35 •	 53

More than two sides 16 24

Not answered 3 4

Total 16 100

5. Method of Ventilation

Windows and doors 58 87

Other device 8 12

Total 66 100

6. Proportion of window glass surface to floor area

Less than 1/10 16 24

Less than 1/5 26 39

More than 1/5 8 12

Not answered 16 24

Total 66 100



Cbitra of walls	 floor, ceiling, etc. Schools

Satisfactory 3 4

Passable Color 29 44

Unsuitable color 8 12

Unpainted lumber 26 39

Total 66 100

8. Toilet

Satisfactory 6 a

Passable sanitary 42 63

Insanitary 18 27

Total 66 100

III. EQUIPMENT

1. Character of Blackboard

Good 26 39

Fair 33 50

Poor 5 7

Not answered 2 3

Total 66 100

2. Height of Blackboard frak floor

Less than 2 feet 7 11

More than 2 feet 54 81

Not answered 5 7

Total 66 100

3	 peaks and Seats

Adjustable 15 23,

Nonadjustable 51 _77

Total 66 100

6



4. iabrarY, abarts, maps, etc. Schools

Good 24 36

Fair 21 31

Poor 18 27

Not answered 3 4

Total 66 100

IV. Play-Ground

1. Amount of Space

Less than 1 Acre 17 25

More than 2 acres 38 57

Not answered 11 17

Total 66 100

2. Location in the Plant

All around 23 35

At one side 16 24

Not answered 27 41

Total 66 100

3. Play Apparatus

Good 2 3

Fair 21 32

POOr 20 31

None 21 32

Not answered 2 3

Total 66 100

V. Garden and Demonstration Plots

Yes 1 1

NO118 64 97

Not answered 1 1

Total 66 100

VI. Tea4herage

15 23
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Schools

N7040	 - 51 77

TOtal 66 100

VII. Hygienic Conditions

1. Water Supply

Sanitary 39 59

Insanitary 25 38

Not answered 2 3

Total 66 100

2. Methods of Sweeping and Dusting

Good 11 16

Fair 27 41

Poor 19 29

Not answered :n9 12

Total 66 100

3. Testing of Pupils Hearing and Vision

Once a term 19 29

Once a year 20

NO test 24 36'

Not answered 3 4

Total 66 100

4. Students Medical Records

Once a Term 14 21

Once a year 14 21

No record 28 42

Not answered 10 lf

Total -66 100
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MAKER III.

HOW DOES ARIZONA GOLIPARE WITH OTHER STATES?

Sometime ago the United States Bureau of Education has made some

investigation on rural schools in 18 different states, and in each of these

states two typical counties were chosen to represent the state. The states

studied are Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Indiana, eleryland, ninnesota,

MAsaouri, Montana, Nebraska, N. Carolina, N. Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,

S. Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, W. Virginia, and 
Wisconsin. These states represent

practically the typical conditions the country over, and the study

brings out the fact that there is less difference between rural school-

houses in the states mentioned than might be anticipated. It will be

worth while for us to compare these states with Arizona and see whe..e it

stands.

GROUNDS 

In these 18 States, about 58 % reported less than 1 acre, aaa

22% had only acre or less. In these two counties in frizona, only

reported have less than 1 acre and 36% have more then two acres.

It seems foolish to expect any sort of worthy teachine of agriculture

to emerge from the district schools unless they are furnished more
 ground

for their needs. With regard to the character of the ground, 20% 
in

the other stEtes are situated on rocky and gravel land, while in

Arizona, 53% are 'such. Our conclusion is that as Arizona is 
a desert,

the school ground is larger than others, but are 
located mostly on

gravel lands.

BUILDINGS

As to the material of construction, there are 9 P 
Arizona. In'

regard to lighting, there are 2% in the other states received the 
light

from one side as against 18% in Arizona and 70% received from two sides

as against 53% in Arizona. But in Arizona, there 
are 24% that have

less than 1/10 as much glass area in the windows as floor surface within

the irooM, while there are only 14% in the other states. To sum up
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investigation of the lighting problem in bo -:;h cases show that windows

are often wrongly placed and that insufficient glass surface is

furnished, The rural schools receive only about one half tha light

they should, and that even this light is improperly distributed.

TATLII SUPPLY

In the other states, about 76% have to depend on springs and

wells outside of school greande and 21% depend on carrying water from

a distance. In Arizona, 59% have springs or lAells either on the grounds

or outside and are considered passable sanitary, and 38% depLnd on

carrying wter by the teecher or by pupils in buckets from a distsnce

more than one-quarter mile from the school house. The come= drinking

cup is still in use in many of these schools.

TOILET PAOILITII]S

In these two counties in Arizona, 9% are said to be satisfactory,

63% are passable sanitary, and 27% are insanitary. The figures in

the other lb states are these: Out of 1, 276 replies examined,

50 schools have no toilets at all; 52 have only one: and the rest

or 1, 174, have two. ffearly half have no pit. fot 20 in the whole

number are protected against flies or can be cleaned with any sort

of success. The toilet facilities of the rural schools are generall,;

speaking, not only a disgrace but e menace to public 1a1th,nd ,:ecent

morals.

OTEE'R, I=A3

In both cases, the  blackboards are set 3 feet above the floor

which is too high for the primary classes to use properly.

In the other states, of 1, 258 schools reporting about one fourth

of the desks are adjustable while in Arizena 23 0 of the desks are

adjustable.

• The two things that Arizona needs most are the school garden

• and the teacherage. Out of the 66 schools reporting, 97% of them have
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124) garden or demonstration plot of any kind. There is hardly any

tree, flower, or shrub on the grounds except the bare looking school

house. This is due to the lack of water and the nature of soil in

this state.

Of tht.) 66 schools reporting, 77% made no provision to accommodate,

the teacher. The other 23% although reported the teacher lives

on the school grounds, but it is not a t ,'acherage ,	 L

of
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PART II. P079LT2 FUT1P: LIPROMEH:NTS
CHAPTER IV.

SCHOOL GROUNDS

1. SIZE OF GROUNDS

The minimum amount of lend for a school tailaing of not more then

two classrooms is two acres, and for n school buil.-AnL of three

or more classrooms, five acres. If the plant, however, is to include

a teacher's home and a demonstration plot, at lest ten ecres should

be acquired. In rural communities the average sized district represents

from one to three acres. Such an acreage is almost too small when

considered in connection with modern educational facilities.

A good modern school site should be such as to comprise sufficient

grounds to provide for(ii Some ornamentation of 1,hrubber and flowers.

(2) Â good ei2ed ola-ground for 'coy -3 and girls ,rid (3) School gardens

and demonstration plots.

In view of the fact that the price of land is increasing so

it is advisable for schools to be located en larger areas than present

needs may seem to demand. The average price of 1End has been more then

double during the last ten years end will probably continue to be so.

U. LOCATION OF BOHOOLli.UU

Ordinarily the school building should be placed near to the center

of the district or the center of population as other conditions will make

possible. But when other more important demands ore in conflict with this

it is then wise to consider these other first. Itts far more important,

for example, to have well drained school grounds, where the opportunity

for securing a sanitary water supply and toilet system is good than it is

to gitre preference to a location nearer the center of the district

where these sanitary necessaries are not readily supplied. In good weather

a walk to school of a mile and a half furnishes excellent exercise,

teaches the children to be self—helpful and courageous, gives them strengia
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te Mallet the effects of ordinary exposure to wind and rain and is usually

of greater value in general physical training than all the unnatural

calisthenic exercises the teacher can devise.

Too often the sit& on which the rural school is located is unsuitable

to modern educational needs. Thrift has ever been a rural virture, and

rural schools have usually been located on small corners of land which

were useful far no other purpose. When rural learning was all book learn-

ing such sites sufficed fairly well, but a rural school of the type we

now need can no longer use such a site.

In selecting a site for rural school, the following things Youst

be taken into consideration,

1. A wet, swampy piece of land mast be avoided in all case. It is not

only a mtddy and dirty place, but also intruduces dangers from ground

air and moisture that will always prove troubleeome and unwholesome. It

is hard to heat the room and harmful to the health of the children. The

harm is usually greater than is ordinarily supposed. To go to the other

extreme and select a high hill or a wind-swept place fur the location of

school building is also an error. What is needed is a location compara-

tively level, but so situated that it can be easily kept dry.

2. A sanitary and abundant -water supply is another factor to be taken

into coaLideration in selecting the site, we must not depend upon a running

spring or a neighbour's well. spring water may appear very clear and yet

be unwholesome and risky for drinking purpose. If a site is selected with

the idea of depending upon a well for drinking water, it is important to

take note of any possible chances for seepage into the well. Generally

speaking, a gravelly or sandy loam into which a aell can be driven to a

sufficient depth to prevent any  surface contamination is preferable.

3. The school should be as nearly free au possible from disturbing

influences. EC site should be selected for a school building too close

to an. electricity or steam railway, manufacturing house, or any noisy

Industry. Such a location offers opportunity for the introduction of a
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groat—deal of smoke and dust into the school—room. There is always greet

temptation for children to walk or play on the car lines, and this

naturally gives useless danger. The chief difficulty, however, is the noise.
\

4. It is generally better to aelect a site with a frontage to the north

or south, so that the building may be planned with the short side facing

toward the roadway and the long sides toward he east and the west.

Such a site makes it easier to play the building in general appearance and

with reference to light. It should always avoid light coming from eelth or

north. mopy rural schools located in valleys are much more seriously

handicapped from the point of view of illumination than the average school

man is conscious of. This will be considered more fully under tho heading

umethcd of lightning" in the next chapter.

5. In applying these principles to Chinese conditions, it should be

remembered that in China most of these rural schools are located in little

villages rather than out in the open fields as they are here; under each

circumstances, it is always better to build the school a little behind the

houses on both sides of the streets so as to be able to expand to meet modern

educational needs rather than to be in the midst of houses.

L.	 The selection of the school site must be made at the majority Vote of

the people rather than by the Trustees themselves alone. Best of all is

to consult the county oe the State achoel SaPerintendeat.

3 Character of Soil 

In order to make attractive school grounds, it Is necessary to have

deep rich soil where flowers, shrubs, and trees may be propagated in

• abundance. The school should be built on good soil, adapted for the

- cultivation of any or all kinds of plants or grain ordinarily groan in the

neighbourhood. Ta select a poor, sterile, rocky soil, or a streak of clayey

soil where nothing can be raised, would be a mistake, though well situated

with reference to other requirements. On such ground no teacher can make a
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iftwriAff in agricultural experiments as would attract the favorable attention

of the farmers in the community.

There is very little choice in regard to soil in Arizona because the

whole state is more or less u desert. Even then there are some parts

where water supply is easy and the school ground can be made Tore

beautiful than they are at present if the Trustees would only give a little

thought to it.
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C'EAPTER

SCHOOL4DUSE3

The district schoolhouse is the only building in the community that belongs

to all, so it is important to express through it the highest attainable ideals

of beauty and fitness. A beautiful country school building will exert a

quiet but persistent educational influence on all who are associated with it,

in school or out. It gives the community something which the people can be

proud of. All who see a beautiful andapropriat& school ara inclined .o In3

more loyal to the cause it represents and less sa.isfied with ugliness anywhere.

Beauty is more than economical, it is educational in the highest sense. It

is neither for the rich nor the poor, but for all. It apes net aloays meon

expensive. A log house can be made beautiful. On the other hand,

are expensive schools that are still ugly. It is justified to  hire a worthy

architect to make the plans first.

1. MALPERIAL OF COMOTHUCTION 

The material of construction will vary according to local needs and

climatic conditions. In Arizona where the rain _Coll is s)	 11 and a large

part of the year is dry, buildings can be built less expensive without much

consideration in regard to the heating system. In China, many hooees -o not

need heating at all, so the oouses ara built with wood, bamboo, and earth.

The pillars, posts, and the lower part of the wall are all wood, and the upper

part of the wall, is made with bamboo inside and plastered on top with mud and

lime. The roof should always be wood and covered on too with tiles because

there is always heavy rain in the summer in China. Such a Structure will be

cheap, yet answers the needs satisfactorily. Stone ana brick buildings are of

course much better, but they are far more eopensive and many city schools

even can not afford that. There are no cement buildings in Mina.

2 cussaom 

Here we are coming to the central point of our whole subject. The

olassroom should be the unit of consideration in planning a schoolhouse.
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of tha classroom in *a district school should vory to suit the

number of pupils of school age in the district, and more especially the

probable number attending school. There should lie at least fifteen square

feet of floor space and 200 cubic feet of air space for each pupil. So a

room 32. feet long and 24 feet vide will accommodate 40 to 45 pupil., by placing

5 rows of desks and 8 to 9 desks in each row.

The height of the classroom of this size need act exceed 12 or 12:a

feet from finished floor to finished ceiling. If the building is located on

a lot :hich will permit the lightin, of the classroom from either east or west

and there are no obstructions from tall buildings, high hills, or forest

trees, 12 feet will be quite sufficient. This will save a ooDoa deal of

expense, and is just as good as a building o foot higher.

The width of the aisle next the windows would be pproximately 2 feet'

the aisles between the rows of desks 18 inches wide; the SID5Ce behind the

last desk in each row 3 feet; the space between the inner well and the first

row of desks approximately'3 feet; and the space between the fir,:t seat

in each row ana the front end of the room would be abeot 8 feet. This location

of desks insures good lightin g ana will give sufficient spade otost

between the desks to manage he. classes without confusion.

The floors of every country sChoolhouse should be made double with

some deadening material between them. This is necessary primarily to prevent

the floors from being cold, and to exclude the possibi_Lity of he entrance

of ground air. The best material for floor is a good quality of white oak,

well seasoned, in boards not more than	 inches wide, tongued and grooved,

and blind nailed or screwed. If it is impossible, on account of expense to

use oak, hard pine will make an excellent floor. Both kinds of wood are plenty

in 'China. Before the floor is used it should be treated with hot linseed

oil, and then, after it is throughly dried, it should be waxed. The oil

will fill the pores and prevent it from shrinking, and the wax will give it

a finish so that it will not mar easily nor hold the dust.
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=mom. All schoolhouses, inclading those for one-teacher schools as

well as those for the consolidated type, should have at hast one eerk-

room where manual training, domestic science, agriculture and other related

subjects can be taught by laboratory method. This is not a luxury, but an

absolute necessity. As the majority of the district schools are small, so

one work-room can accomodate both boys and girls if ti - e work is el,ernated.

Here the pupils can apply their arithmetic ana drawing to real problems. They

can make useful articles and other things either for the school or for their

homes. When a separate room is provided, such of this work can be done while

ocher classes are reciting. It offers an excellent osportanity to develop

initiative and self-reliance on the part of the pupils who are working ou,; of

the sight of the teacher. Play apparatus and tools foi the school gardening

can be stored in this room. The easiest way	 provide such a work room is

perhaps to make the calssroom a little longer and shas the laser end off by

some sort of a sovable wide door, so that the workroom and the regular class-

room can be made into ose large zoom for social meeting:, in the community

and other similiar occasions if so desired.

CLOAKROOK. All district echools should have e special room where children

can hang up their wraps and place their lunch baskets in safety. Two separate

ones for boys and girls would be better; but if a single room is properly

furnished, it will serve the need. It is bad to hang wraps on hooks on

classroom walls because it prevence the use of these walls for blackboards,

renders the room unsightly, contaminates the air with odors from daep or

soiled garments, and absorbs some of she light in the room, it is also dan-

gerous because of infectious diseases. The teacher can not make the room

attractive when all kinds of wraps are hung upon the walls and it also gives

her so much trouble when umprellas or over-shoes are lost. This cloak-room

can be best located at the entranse to the classrooms
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LIBRARY AND TEAOHER/IS ROOM

The library itself will be conSidered more carefully under i;s proper

place in a later chapter, but here we are concerned chiefly the general

arrangement of this room so as to make it a Teacher's room also. A..s there

will not be a large collection of books in most of the rural schools for a

long time to come, so only a small space will be needed. A room 10 feet

long and 8 feet vide will generall: be large enough for both purposes, especially

when the windows are coreccly set and the shelves are built into the wall.

This room should open only to the classroom, so as to give the teacher entire

control of it and to make it possible to keep it warm from tY_ classroom stove.

A reading cable and few chairs will constitute the cheif furniture in this

room. The teacher can also use it as her room for part of the time

for her preparation Jr rest. For her accommodation a small wardrobe, a

washstand, arid a mirro would suffice. The school supllies also can be

kept in this room. A couch should also be placed in this room if possible

to serve as a resting place for the youngest children and for other

emergercies. Another great feature of this room is that the teacher can use

it as a guest room for receiving patrons, school officers, and other gu,,sts

of the community. This room alone would be too small for any socil activity,

but in connection with the classroom and the workroom, it would prove a

place for some social entertainment.

4 ilETEIOD OF LIGHTIN3

Direct sunlight is the most Jowerful and reliable disinfectant

and for this reason sore dependence upon north light should be avoided, for

there is very little direct sunlighu that will ever enter tee classroom if the

windows are placed on the northern side. "Vindows facing toward the south

would be equally unsatisfactory. Our dependence, therefore, should 'oc upon

either east or west, preferably the former.
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his 'sin permit the morning sun to take the chill out of the room before

school bligiss• In buildings with east exposure, the troublesome

direct rays from the sun will have disappeared early in the morning and

the shades can then be rolled up for the rest of the day.

Unilateral lighting is recommended in all locations. The value Jf one-

side lighting is not yet underetood by the majority of the people, so many

communities are apt to disregard this requirement. This one-side light

should preferably come from the left side of the pupils when seated at

their desks. If the light comes frpm the right, the shadows of ehe pupil's

bend and pen will give hid' cenetant trouble when he is writing. Childre ,

suffer more from such dieturt,:ncee than old-2 people, because their eyes

tire more quickly and their attention is more easily distracted.

Suppose we consider a schoolroom with east and west eeposure,

with the same number of windows on each side, loceted in the same

relative positions. In such a room, there a re always two shades of light

one is stronger than the other. So at way time of the day there are

always two shadows of the pen and the hone when the pupils are

writing. These shadows are of eaual intensity only as the shifting line

of equal light. Under such conditions, it is inposeible 13 seat all

the pupils in a school-room without imposin , some slight hardship on

all and a serious hindrance on eomLthina less then half of them.
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Few -Of us realize the fact that light coming directly from above the

desks introduces . more disturbing shadows than that coming from the right side.

Per this reason ei414 lateral lighting is generally preferable to sky lighting

in school rooms.

Other rooms, such as cloak room, work room, library, etc. will receive

separate treatment because there the unilateral lighting is not an important

element. Cloakroom and toilet will require direct 6WA light so as to

keep them sanitary, but work room must be different as there it demands

individual convenience in arranging tables and other furniture.

5 METHOD . OF VENTILATION 

If the interior air in which the pupil must live be vitalized properly

by the pure oxidized elements from without, his nervous system will with-

stand the greater shock of the ineensified mind concentration. From this

we deduce the fact that ventilation plays a very important part in school-

house construction. To seclare this ventilation, There must be a steady

stream offfresh air coming into the room, and an equal sized out going current

of feul air. As foul air contains carbon dioxide which is slightly heavier

than the air itself and gravitates toward the floor, so to make a ventilating

system effective, it becomes necessary to reMove the foil air from the lower

strata of the room and at the same Atme let the fresh air coming in from

above. The simplest and the most effective means of obtaiedne a current of

Warm and fresh air and of removing that which has become vitiated, is by

means of a .jacketed stove with a ventilating flue.

In west China where the climate does not necessitate a stove in the

schoolroom then the easiest thing to do is to hava one or two wide end

short small windows on the right side wall close to the ceiling and opposite

to the lighting windows at the left. The writer has seen this worked out

effectively.
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The light should comefrom only one side, the left, and the surface of

the windows should be two fifths the size of the floor apace of the room to

be lighted. Low windows and wide rooms cause a reflection and refraction

of light rays very harmful to the eyes and should, therefore, be avoided

for classrooms. The top side of the window should almost reach the

ceiling so that the air in the upper part of the room can be quickly

ventilated. The height between the floor and the bottom of the window should

be about two feet. In this way, the children who sit in the first row

next to the windows will not suffer the shadow, and u the same time they

can not be interfered by outside disuurbances when they are on their seats

as they can not look through the windows.

In order to provide the best light the windows should have as little

apace between them as possible. It is better to use sash containing a number

of - small panes because the added strength lowers the possibility of

accidental breakage. If the windows are to be used at any time for

ventilation they should be hang on weights for easy operation. To prevent

direct currents, window boards five inches wide should be provided for the

bottom sash.

The best window shades are now made from cotton ducking. They are

not opaque, but cut off the direct rays of the sun and permit a diffused

light to enter. Brown, khaki and dark green are the most serviceable colors,

but they should always conform to the general color scheme of the room.

Adjustable shades should always be used. They can be regulated so as to

exclude light at either top or bottom of the windows.

In China where glasses are so expensive, very few rural schools can

afford to have glass windows. A good substitute is good oiled paper. It

is transparent and will prevent rain as well as sun rays.
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7 COLORS OF mum, TILLS, AND nom, ETa.

The color scheme for the interior should be chosen with great care

because it greatly affects the proper diffusion of light. Bright colors of

all kinds should be avoided. Subdued colors should always be used because

of the soothing effect they have upon the children's nerves. The scheme

should represent harmony, should give an artistic appearance, and et the

same time should aid in the lighting effect.

Cream tinting is usually accepted as the very bast coloring for the

ceiling. For the walls soft gray, or light brown, and buffs have received

highest approval from those who have tested out. Brown is also	 suitable

color for the floor.

All wood work should have a flat finish to prevent reflection of light,

and polished surfaces of every kind should be avoieee. The entire setting

of the room, including furniture and pictures, should produce an

impression of harmony, simplicite, and tranquillity.

8 TOILET 

The location of toilet in the country school is a troublesome mateer.

When dry-vault uoilets or those with septic tanks ore used, it is best to

locate them at a distance from the school building for the sake ef both

propriety and wholesomeness. It is of course inconvenient to locate these

necessaries outside of ihe school building on acceut of bad weather, dangers

of neglect, etc. but these ore the only forms of sanitary toilets that the

great majority of rural schools will be able to supply. The small

size of the rural school lot makes this problem very difficult, as tae location

of toilet often will destroy the possibility ef a fairly good play-ground.

The usual location selected for these toilets are the two opposite coners

in the rear of the schocl lo.. Ever-green shrubs should be planted se as

to shield the toilet and to inclose the walk leading to it.

The next requirement for outside sanitary privies is to construct them

in such a manner that the soil around and underneath the school

Inolding shall be kept free from contamination. This precaution is
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tOOSS417 WI small 1004 especially where a well furnishes drinking water.

in order to make our discussion most practical, a concrete pit is perhaps

the best thing the rural communities in west China can afford to have.

This is usually made out of a mixture of cement, gravel, pebbles, or

crushed rock. Plastering the inside of walls with grout will make the

interior smooth and more water proof. This :oncrete pit requires special

care and should be cleaned out at regular intervals. Steps should be taken

to make it absolutely fly and mosquito proof by screening openings in both

ventilator and vault door and by using self-closing covers for seats.

As there ï s no co-education in the rural primary schools in China, so one

pit will serve the whole school.

Immoral and unsightly . conditions in the toilet should never be • ermitted

because of the lasting impressions they make upon the children!s minds. It

should be kept in first-class condition at all times. The interior me3t

be kept well painted, and no markings or drawings of any kind permitted. It

ought to be cleansed frequently with water and soap, and plenty of slacked

lime applied to the vault. One of the best means of keeping such place

clean is to appoint "monitor" an give him not only the instruction but the

authority needed for good management. The teacher must, however, always

be held responsible for good supervisions in this connection.
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.50E4001 EQUIPMENT

1. Blackboard

The best material for blackboard in rural schools is a prepared state

cement, which can be mixed and spread on as ordinary plaster. It is not

expensive and will always in repair. If it is properly done, it will probe

more satisfactory than any sort of manufactured blackboard in the market.

It is a failure to secure a cheap substitute.

In order to determine the proper color of the blackboard many

experiments have been made and it is now generally agreed that the most

satisfactory color is a dull black. Blackboards with shiny surfaces, and

those made of so-called stated cloth, are entirely unsatisfactory, because

these are trying on the children's eyes and distarbing to their sensibilities.

As the district school usually has pupils of all the elementary grades,

so the blackboards must be so placed to suit every one of them and are within

the reach of them all. It is a mistake to assume that he little felhe can

not use the blackboard . Nobody can do good work on the blacZooard in a

stooping posture, and the work can not be seen readily if t is too high.

The blackboard, on the wall opposite to the windows should be set about-

two feet from the floor to suit the average height of the children and should

be 4 feet to 3 feet wide. If it is too wide the upper part is always

unused. The blackboard on the end wall will prove mo2e Eatisfactor7 if it

is placed 3 feet above the floor ana be 4 feet wide. As this space is utilized

largely by the teacher's own use, 6.) & larger and 2 higher board is needed.

The rear end of the room may also be utlized for blackboards only when it will

not make the room too dark. Blackboards should never be placed between

windows or closely adjoining them; the front and the right sides will give

space enough for blackboards. The disadvantage of doing this is that it will

not receive sufficient light and is very hard for the children to read

anything written on it.
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eMall hanging blackboards of about 2 feet long and 1 foou wide can be

well utlized La the classroom when the teacher wan'e to give aeeign2ent to

one group of children and goes on to teach another group. It shood be

made so that she Elan write on both sides, and cer easily turn over. She can

easily write taaee assignmehes on them between clase 1ntervc1 , so it will

not occupy her time in the recitation period.

The chale. troughs underneath the blackhoera ehodla be v,ide enoage 60

hold the erasers as well as the chalk, and should be seep enough te catch

and hold the chalk dust draping from the brush and the ..J.2j eu:face.

Every Saturday morning, thee blackboards should receive d therou eL goat, wash

which can easily be done by one or MO older pupils ie. turn with the teacher's

supervision.

2 DLISKS ANL 

The aeseatial thing 'a regard	 feske and eeate is tha - they enoula

meet the special need of the inaivieal child of different sizes. 7iffereet

sizes should be provided for the alefea shoal and ,lhey chiaitte.prceent

comfort as well as utility. The seat portion should be at 6-..7.(,14 a height

that the child can ilace his ieet properly on the floor, and the desk should

then be adjusted to give the right height for general use. The spe,ce between

the desk and seat should be arranged to give the bee , bodily comfort. The

child should not be compelled to strain his back muecles leanine forward

in using the desk, thus forcing the organs of his body out of their natural

position. The back of the seat should support the middle of the child's )ack

rather than his shoulder or head. The child should enter the seat )nly

from one sida, the left.

Provision should be made for the storing of books. The drawer should

be located underneath the seat rather than under the desk. Inkstand should

be fixed into the desk. There should also be a trough on the desk for

placing pens and pencils.
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Far a olaSsroom Z4 feet by 32 feet wi6h 48 pupils, there would be needed

two rows of no. 5, two rows of no. 4, one row of no. 3, and one row of no. 2,

single desks. The distance of one from back to back for no 5, desks should

be 22 inches; for no 4 desks, 24 inches; for no. 3 desks, 26 inches; and for

no. 2 desks, 28 inches. The row of smallest desks should be nearest the

windows to avoid obstructing the light. There should be nt least n few

adjustable seats, provided of course that the , justment is used intelligently.

These desks and seats should not be fastened firmly „o the floor. It is

more satisfactory to have them novable both for slAeeping and for using the

room for other purpose at times of 30111111 11i5U Eathering s.

Steil desks or cast iron desks are very expensive in China.Ci% schools

have not come to this yet, So it would be Asolutely impracticade to consider

it in rural schools. The common materiel for constructing them in China

would be oak, cedar, or pine, arranged in the order of their respective

expensises. On the average, it costs from ''1.50 to 'f:2.00 a piece in China.

3 LIBUT, -J21.3S, CEART'J, ETC. 

Every district school should have s) ,Ile general reference books used

by the community as well as by the pupils. Where there is n teacher's room,

as mentioned before, that room can be made Most beautiful aid pleasing

as a library. The mere experience of being in a room de7oted to books and

reading will create a new sort of sentiment for books and develop a love for

them. If this library room can be mesa a sort of spiritual ,nd intellectual

sanctuary for the community, its reflex influences will be seen and felt

in many unexpected ways.

The selection and purchase of 'he books should be lefft to the county

school superintendent rather than to the district trastees in order to

avoid any waste of money and to get the right kinds of books the children

will nee. More supplemental reading books and textbooks are needed, and

more feference books, dealing with natural phenomena, home life, and farm

life, and the application of science to andern life, should be available
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fin use by any rUral pupil. A library of 250 to 350 well selected volumes,

vath cases for additional pamphelets and pictures, and with provision for

yearly additions and replacements, is not too much to exoect for f - one

teacher rural school. In addition, the library of the school should be

supplemented by traveling libraries, sent out froc tho office of tha county

superintendent, or from a countj or state library.

Beside the books, there should also be t. good collection of maps,

particularily the map of the local county ana state as well as a good

map of the world. Charts of different kinde on animals, plants, hygiene,

etc. should also be provided. The teacher will find these very useful

in teaching these subjecte. .4.11 these should lie well kept and cared for.

Shelves can be built in the wall with little expense. t_ caboard with closed

doors is even better because it keeps the booze away from the dust.

4. 0TH2 -a SI1PL3 SUPPLflS 

The rural school as well as the city school, needs toaching apparatus.

A simple list of these will be the teacher's desk and chair, a good clock,

a good globe, good illustrative material for primary work, a flag, a work-

bench for constructive work, molding clay, supplies for nature study work,

sand boards, germinating trays, flower pots, a glass aquarium, and possible

an organ. Practically all these can be provided in rural schools in west

China. Playground materials etc. will be considered under different headings.
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OMPTER VII

KAY-GROUND

1, It's need and Importance 

Play is necessary to good school discipline and to mental concentration

during the working hours. It is not a luxury, but a necessity, it is not

something that a child likes to have but it is something he must have

if he is to grow up. It is more than an essential part of his education;

it is an essential part of the law of his growth of the processes by which

he becomes a man at all. Many immoral practices would be spared if

provision were made for healthful sport;:;. .

2 SPACE AND LOCATION IN THE PLANT

In rural communities, the average school site represents from one to

three acres. Such an acreage is almost too small when considered in

connection with modern educational facilities. So it is hardly possible

to set any arbitrary standard for the size of the play-ground, but it

should be large enough for base-ball, tennis, basket-ball ,qiid free

open play. While every play ground shOuld have some apparatus, the smaller

the ground, the greater the necessity for a goodly supply.

This field should be placed on one side of the•building, where the

flying ball will not strike the unsuspecting child who is otherwise

engaged, or to break the glass of the window. The all:itted space should

be large enough to prevent the flying ball from going across into the

neighbour's grain-field or meadow. This has often been the cause of

unwholesome contention. Young children choose different kinds of sports,

and so the entire school grounds should be laid off in a manner to give

the very largest possible advantages for individual physical development.

The proper placing of buildings adds very much to convenience and to the

attractiveness of the grounds, and so should be carefully regarded at first

in the plan.
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Climatic conditions vary greatly throughout the country, 4nd in general,

there is the need in some schools for an open school gymnasium. At certain

seasons out—door sports ought to be encouraged; but there are rainy days,

stormy days, and cold days when the children need proteceion from the weather,

during their hours of play. The construction of such a separate gymanasium

should be very simple ana inexpensive, it would be better to have re-

movable sizes, which makes it usable for either pleasant or stormy weather.

Simple apparatus may be provided at small cost, such as the horizontal bar,

chest developers, stall bars, tumbling mete, etc. If, however, the school

becomes the real social center of the district, this building will add greatly

to the social advantages and so serve an importent community need.

3 PLAY A-ePARATUS We;EDED 

Play ground apparatus may be made to serve a good purpose if placed

advantageously on the school grounds and its use supervised by the teacher.

Sand pile, swing, running track, jumping pit, slide, giant stride, turning

pole, and teeter—boards, etc. All these can be easily made and are inexpensive.

The larger boys with a few tools can make much of the play ground apparatus

out of waste materials brought from their homes.

The pupils of the school may be orginized into groups and allowed to

choose their awn censors and direct their own game:— In so far as they are

able to do this satisfactorily they develop indept,ndence, individuality,

leadership,--all of which are very important characteristics.
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CHAPTER VIII

GARDEN AND .DEMONSTRATION PLOTS 

1. THEIR NEED AND IMPORTANCE 

The school site should be made to contribute to moral and aesthetic

training, as well as to intellectual and physical development. It le .sldajs

an advantage to have children draw inspiration frau their own suproundings,

but in a large measure this must come through the bility of the parents to

recognize such things first, and through the interest the te:clier may t Le

In making this an effective part of the educstional plan of :he sohool. 7e

must not think that education is always something growing out of text books

and school recitations. We must not ignore the fact that personal interest

on the ;art of the child is of first importance in his development, and that

this interest in the school can be increased by adding the attractiveness

without to the home like influences within.

In order to make the school ground atcracive, beautiful walks should

be laid out, and grass and long—lived shade trees planted. -7here possible,

beds of flowers, climbing vines, bulbs, shrubs, and roses should be added

for the education of the children and the adornment of the ground.

The children should always be called upon to as.ist in such worL,

for in no other way can they be made to feel the same personal interest in it.

A child will never destroy a tree planted by his awn hinds. He will always

foster the flowers that have grown from tho seed which he brought from hone.

Take an interest in the flowar—beds built during his leisure moments, and will

always respect herbs which the school orgAnization has chosen and propagated.

Therefore, in connection with all school improvement a sense of ownership

as well as a sense of personal pride should be instilled in the children of the

community.

practical agriculture should receive attention in every rural school, and

this subject must be taught in a practical as well as theoretical way. The
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farmerts laboratOry l a the field. Practical experience and observation of

approved methods are essential to the oroper training of the pupils. This

practice demands a demonstration plot, so this need should receive P central

consideration in selecting a school site. Its importence as a factor in making

for efficient, productive citizenship demands it, ang being one of the school

subjects which has vital contact with the economic life of the home, there is

little danger of too much attentLon given to it.

By a little judgement and effort on the part of the trustees and the teacher

much can be done in this direction, though the cemmon lack of water supply and

the long summer vacation naturally interfere greatly with such development.

Still such difficulties are not insurmountable. "lhere rural schools

have been consalidated and a central school provided, nith running water aid

janitor servioe, many things then become easily possicie which are difficult

on the litule districe schools.

2 LOOATIOIT IN TES-, ZIAlei 

The location of the school garden and the demonstration plot should

be taken into consideration when selecting  the site and in laying off the

grounds. It must be remembered that early vegetables will not grow on low,

poorly drained soil. Five acre sites for schools offer a minimum oeportunity

for a diversity of gardening and .agricultural acieivties. Ihis, however,

does not allow the construction of e teacherage on the school grounds. But

a resident teacher to give supervision is essential for the auccessful eerrying

on of the above activities.

The minimem agricultural area for a consolidated school plot should be

three and one—half acres, the area should be so divided as uo give at least

1/3 of an acre to vegetable crops, and one and one—half acre for demonstration

purposes. These should be located at one side or one corner on he site

rather than all around the school—building.

3 KINDS OF FLOWERS, SERUBS, ETC.

Trees, shrubs, and vines should be used throughout the grounds where fitted,
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bnt herbaceous plants and annuals should be restricted GO school gardens.

Native plants should be used as much as possible.

Among cultivated shrubs are: privet, flowering almond, snow—ball,

lilace, and the several varieties of roses. Among the native vinas are:

yellow jasmine, honeysuckle, smilax, bamboo, wild rose, woodbine, grape,

morning glory, wistaria, as ,7ell as others. These c . oa be need for arches,

or trellises. They grow quickly and are especially suitable for hiding ugly

spots.

In planting flowers on t3hool grounds, it is best ;() choose perennials.

Use them in borders along he walks and iences, or in beds apainet ohe

building.

Trees should be planted t3 nearly like the,/ a,pear in their native

environmenG as possible. Perhaps the most satisfactory shade trees are elm,

oak, sycamore, an sweet gum, cedar, holly and pine are beautiful ever &I-3E11S.
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CHAPTER LX

TEAOHERAGE 

.1. Its need and Importance 

In all efforts to build up au efficient rural school the teacher

must not be forgotten. All recent studies have revualed tue lack of

training, immaturity and short tenure of rural teachers. In part the short

tenure is due to the unsatisfactory and often almost impossible livin2

conditions which rural teachers are called upon to put up with. The natural

result of this is that they either go to the town or change to some other

work. Only as we create conditions which will attract well-qualified teachers

to rural service can we hope materially to improve the district schools.

The school is a public institution and the teacher is o public

servant. Hu should, therefore, live in the community twelve months in

the year and take an active interest in all welfare movements whether the

school is in session or not. This can only come about ,:hen the teacher ha3

a permanent home in the community.

From the agricultural point of view, unless rural school pupils can

actually engage in experimental work in agriculture under the guidance

of a competent teacher, what they learn from books will be )2 little

practical value. And unless the teacher lives on the school groanfs

all the time to have charge and direct the work, it will be seiously

handicapped oy the long summer vacation.

The idea of providing homes for teachers is not new. Denmark and

Germany have long since done so. Similar provisions are made for those

employed in the government schools in Alaska and in Japan. In this country,

the state of Washington has been prominent in this work, in 1915 this state

had more than 100 cottages for teacher's homes. This movement has extended
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epeeially to Nebr elm and South Carolina. The good eAample set by these

atates should stimulate many others to progress in this direscion.

In West Mina this need is perhaps no so nearly as great as it is

here, because in most of the rural schools the teacher is either a high school

student or a graduate and is usually a young single man. Witn these young,

man the question of rooming ..had boarding is not so difficult as with young

girls.

2 LOCATION AND GENEaAL STYLE 

While there is always an advantage in the protection of school proper*

in having both the school house and the G-acherage under the Sa,26 roof, s ,ome

disadvantages encountered. A teacher's home needs privacy; the school

ahildren,require freedom. In general it seems better n;:) recommend a.

division of the school grounds into two parts, one for -une school house

and play grounds and the other for the ,.,-actier's house and the eLperimental

farm and gardens. So he best location of IoC sacherage ch onlj be

decided when considering it with reference to other needs 'and demands Df the

school grounds.

The cottage for the teacher soul d be as far as possible a model of its

kind for the neighbourhood. A beautiful, well planned, and sanitary, cottage

on the school on the school farm would help in a definite way to stimulate

the farmers to build better houses (not more expensive ones) and to reconstruct

to a degree those already built. In general, it should harmonize with 
the

general architectural treatment of the school builJing and should ..;onsist

of a living room, a bath room, a kitchen, a dinning room, and a sleeping

porch, where possible.

3 TT0TITTiE NI-f2DED 

minimum amount of necessary furniture should also be provided in this

teacherage for the teacher's convenience. A few outstanding 5hin
g s

like bed, tables, chairs, bathtub, kitchen stove, and 
simple rugs, etc can

be inexpensively provided. It is quite worth while to have s- few good things
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because they are permanent property of the school. Shelves can also be

built in the walls at little expense and without encroaching much on the

space available. The teacher cn suplAzT. her own la -xuri	 if 61e

to and sake it wic,h her when she leaves.
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CHAPTM X

HYGIENIC COPTDITION6

7ATEA SUPPLY 

Every school should have an abundant supply of	 ter.

sanitary well on the grounds is cs necessry and important rs the school

building itself. The results of chu investigations of water supply for

• country schools make, it clear that the drinking water furnished the

children is often impure tad dangerous.

Springs, farm -wells, or carried from homes by children are Lhe

sources of water supply in rural schools. The thJiTTtcfe often poorly

shielded from immediate contamination, receive the drainage from swdr*y

ground, and they issue in open pools, these pools are deposit cries foz

leaves, dust, End dirt; insects find lo gment rsreir;

share in their U66.

When farm zells are dependent on for drinking water, the scheol

authorities rarely have any direct control over them and rarely make

any inveetigations te determine whether re -,ls are .arlproperly cared for

and receive infected surface drainage.

When dependence is placed on the boys to fetch the water, coneequently

children are often required to drink water which has stood for hours in

an open bucket. Furthermore, they are not careful, and not infreuently

return with a half pail of water more or less contaminated by their

carelessness.

All these facts emphasize the need for a more sanitary well on the

school grounds. The drilled or driven well is more sanitary than the dug

well and is best for rural schools, inasmuch as it does not recuire

cleaning and there is less danger of its being contaminated by surface

water or organic matter. When a driven well is properly placed and Is

sufficiently deep to warrant a supply of pure water, a drinking fountain
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can be attached to the pumlo although this would be impeesible under

conditions in West China. Common drinking cups should be avoided under

all circumstances.

2. METHODS OF 57L;EPING '170 

Dry sweeping with a broolt, followed by the use of a feather duster

scatters fine particles of dust and germs throughout the rooms in

convenient position to be inhaled during the dey. The room should be

swept in the afternoon following the close of the school and doors and

windows should be thrown wide open. The woodwork, desks, and other

furniture should be wiped in the morning with e. cloth sliehtly	 is nod

with kerosene. Sweeping may be dons -eith wet sawdust, or what is better,

a sweeping compound and an ordinary broom. The use of the dustless brash

containing an oil reservoir with a flow that can be properly regulated

by a screw cap is probably the most satisfactory -mans of :voiding dust

in sweeping. It should be constantly -borne in mind that scrubbing, sunning

and airing are better than any form of fumigation.

3 SCHOOL _liTIT17.TION 

The twentieth century is marked by an awakened interest in ans

welfare of the children. The first step in the health programs for the

school is securing an environment as free as possible frem anheal -Cny

conditions. Many of the faults in school sanitation are not withiu

the control of the teacher, such as the system of lighting, heating,

sewage disposal, and ventilation, which are often wrong in their

construction. But there is a good deal can be done by	 teacher to

create a sentiment on attitude of the school toward health.

Every teacher should be trained to protect pupils against eye

injury and eye strain in the schoolroom. _Eyes are often weakened, if

not ruined, by glazed paper and blackboard surfaces, lines of the wrong

length, unsteady, dazzling light, and prolonged concentration.
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Required home study mar deprive a child of necessary play and sleep, and by

so doing may aggravate the effects of harmful school ehvironment. She

should be made aware also of the effects of dry sweeping. nor Dust muscle

comfort be aisregarded. Seats and dusk:, net propt;rij reeuleted according to

a child's size frequently deform the spine end the L ps, and cramp the lunge.

Other things needing contant surveillance are the drinkin g eup, tosele, ,ne

toile be.

Hygiene is not a subject, end can net be taught by t,elking about he dth

alone. It is a practical force, a me:Ghod ene e wsy of livee recen6 studies

indicate that there is even more need for health examination and hygiene

teaching for rural echools than fer the city schools. Since the habite

of hyeinenie living must lie formed in the early jt, —rs of life, the scheee's

first concern should be te make all activieiee of a healthful character. The

work in personal hygiene in the school is primarily one of securing habits

of personal cleanliness of body, teeth, and clothes; end cleanliness in

handling marial, eating lunch, and in the care of the desk nue the r) -xL.

Cleanliness of person and environment, together with clean play and vieerses

work, will do much toward keeping the mind alert and the conduct wholesome.

4 MIDICAL INSPeT;CTION 

Medical inspection is a department of health edueeeion, and its object

is eo promote the happiness and the efficiency of ehe child by preserviig ada.,a

improving his health, it includes e careful and thoreugh examination of the

physical condition of the children. These examinetions vary in thoroughness,

but in a general way may be taken to mean inspection of nose, throat, skin,

chest, joints, and feet; tes t ing of vision and hearing, examination of heart

and lungs; for the five primary physical defects are poor vision, nose and

throat obstructions, deafness, decayed teeth; and poor nutrition'. 'Ihen the

normality of a child is questioned, a test of his mental powers should also

be made.

If possible, the parents should be present when their children are

examined. 41, report of the condition should be made to parents as well as
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to keep it in the school for constant reference. These examinations

should be made at least once n term. A monthly record of the children's

heights and weights should also be kept where possible.

PART III CONCLUSION3 J-LaDREC1011.,T'270 ...TIONS 

This is a brief presentation of the principal conclusions th-ìt

have come to from this study and soms recommendations for future

improvement. They are TIOG complete by any mea;:ns, but all protat , -e oint

out to the re:aer in a more clear and concrete form the result of this

study.

CWCIUSICK

1. The schools in Arizona hove fairly large grounds in cosparing with

other states, bat they need to be made cors attractive by planting

flower:,, shrubs, etc.

2. Most of these schools are located on graoi lands. 	oiag to sloe

character of she soil in t1iis State, this ca coo be helped in mbst cases.

3. In Leneral, the cindows of the schoolhouse are incorrectly placed

both in regard to lighting and ventilation. ':'ore window area and

unilateral lighting are needed.

4. Besides the classroom itself, cloakroom, hand—work roo st ,

room, library, etc. are needed.

5. Toilet facilities are poor arvatci  60.2ply insanitary.

6. There are practically no Teacherages in the proses ean6e 7.):1= the v,, Jrd.

I I	 OLEENDA7 I ON6 

1	 should do away with the District form of organization and control

where possible, so as to have a larger area of taxation, expert

administrators, better support, more efficient teachers, longer school

term, and finally better buildings and equipment.

2.	 Consolidation is the only feasible, effective remedy for solving the

rural school problem. It means when several small, weak, and poorly

graded schools are united to form a strong, centralized school properly

located housed, graded and taught by several competent teachers.
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3	 Eadh apMmuni:ty should study earnestly its school building problem

and where possible, better provision should be made.

4. The present school laws should be made more clear and applicable to

modern hygienic requirements.

5. The State should give financial assistance to those communities

that can not meet the minimum standards without undue effort and also

grant a. bonus to those that exceed these standards.
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Model No. 2. A CoAplete Floor Plan of One—Teacher School

Model No. 3.	 Floor Flan of One—Teacher School with a

combined Work—Room.
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Pig. 1.	 Percentages of school grounds of various sizes
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Fig. 2. Materials Used in school-House Construction    
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Fig. 3. Percentages of the 66 Schools that have these Rooms

other than the Class Room.
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Fig. 4. Methods of Lighting in these Schools
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Fig. 5. Ratio of Glass Area to Floor Area
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Fig. 6.	 Toilet Facilities



Fig. 7.	 Character of the Blackboard
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Fig. 8.	 Coalfort of the Desks and Lieats
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